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The Insurance Opportunity

By Mark Patterson
ING Australia

In a difficult climate for wealth advisers, insurance can provide a good 
opportunity to diversify your revenue stream. With simpler products and 
improved technology, it’s also now easier than ever.

There was a time when life insurance was only sold by specialist risk advisers. It was 
perceived by many planners as complicated and simply too hard. Truth be told, it 
probably was. 

But things have changed a lot in the life insurance industry over the last few years. 
Through a combination of innovation and necessity, insurance has evolved rapidly 
to be more accessible to advisers, and their clients. 

First of all, simpler products and better technology are making it easier to explain, 
and easier to apply for. I’ll talk more about those improvements later.

It’s also easier to have the life insurance conversation today. People are generally 
feeling a greater need for security in their portfolios after a nervous couple of years. 
Or looking at it another way, we’re probably not feeling quite as invincible as we 
were five years ago. 

While there’s still a long way to go, awareness of life insurance is gradually increasing. 
Initiatives like IFSA’s LifeWise campaign are helping put insurance at the forefront 
of people’s minds – somewhere it’s rarely been in Australia. 

For advisers looking to diversify their business in a challenging environment, the 
insurance opportunity has never been more accessible. And there are a number of 
reasons why it makes good business sense.

Build stronger client relationships
Life insurance is widely recognised as an important component of holistic 
financial advice.

From a client’s perspective, adding insurance to your product offer is good news for 
their portfolios. If you can cover their investment, super and insurance needs, that’s 
one less thing they have to worry about on their own. 
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Even if you currently refer clients to an insurance specialist, that’s 
one more appointment for your client, and one more annual 
review they have to arrange (and possibly not bother with).

Putting an appropriate protection plan in place also means the 
other plans you’ve established for your clients are less likely to be 
jeopardised by sickness and injury. It protects your clients, but it 
also safeguards your advice.

By offering holistic advice, you can build stronger relationships 
with your clients. Importantly, it can also help you improve 
your retention rates, as you are more closely involved in their 
overall financial affairs. 

grow a new income stream
When sharemarkets were charging along, and super legislation 
was only increasing the momentum, there possibly didn’t seem 
much of a need for wealth advisers to look beyond their backyard 
for revenue. But as you know, the last couple of years have 
made it more difficult.

By contrast, life insurance sales have experienced significant 
growth in Australia. 

At ING Australia, life insurance sales for Quarter 1 2009 – around 
the time the market was bottoming out – increased by nearly 25 
per cent compared to Q1 2008. 

Adding life insurance to your advice proposition can add to your 
bottom line.

how technology is helping

The application process

One of the perceptions about selling life insurance is that there 
are mountains of paperwork required. But the increasing 
prevalence of electronic applications is speeding up the 
application and underwriting processes, and reducing the 
administrative burden on advisers.

Here at ING, we’ve recently launched an online application to 
some of our largest clients. 

Using the online application, clients and their advisers can now 
fill out an application in between five and 20 minutes, depending 
on their answers. 

This allows you to give eligible clients instant cover, with up to 
50 per cent of applications accepted upon submission. It also cuts 
paperwork, as you can keep a record of client transactions by 
saving PDF copies of submitted applications and the application 
is sent electronically to the insurer. 

It’s now possible for advisers to complete and send applications 
on the road – as long as you have an internet connection. This 
means you can fill out an application with a client, at their house 
if necessary, and receive a decision instantly.

The underwriting process

To help advisers keep tabs on their applications in progress, ING 
has also launched an online case management system called 
RiskWorks. 

RiskWorks provides you with greater visibility of the 
underwriting process, and allows outstanding requirements to be 
managed in real time. It also helps you correspond with 
underwriters and case managers by viewing and adding notes to 
applications electronically.

This makes the underwriting process faster and more transparent. 
If something’s holding up the application, or your client needs 
to provide more information, you can find out immediately.

products are evolving too
Technology advances are making insurance faster. But it’s also 
getting easier to explain – particularly when you look at insurance 
inside super.

A key feature of the superannuation system is the fact that a 
regulated super fund must be maintained for at least one of the 
legislated ‘core purposes’ (such as saving for retirement), or for 
at least one of those core purposes, and one or more of the 
prescribed or approved ‘ancillary purposes’ (such as providing 
for permanent incapacity). 

This means many of the bells and whistles that can come with 
insurance policies outside super are not available in policies 
issued to super fund trustees. 

While this might not be ideal for clients who want comprehensive 
cover, this simplicity can also be an advantage for advisers who 
are new to insurance. 

It means there are less decisions for members to make – and 
for you to explain. It also has benefits for your employer 
clients who want a simple and affordable way to fulfil their 
insurance obligations.

Insurance inside super may be more restrictive than outside super 
in terms of features and benefits, but for clients looking for core 
protection, it has an important role to play in their portfolio.

insurance is a natural fit with super
The tax-effectiveness of insurance inside super makes it an 
affordable option for people who are put off by the perceived 
expense of life insurance outside super.

By using their super to pay their premiums, your clients can 
conveniently pay for cover – without reaching into their wallet 
each year. And the cost-effectiveness of insurance inside super 
helps reduce the impact on a member’s retirement benefits. 

To some extent, the lack of an out-of-pocket expense makes 
insurance inside super an easier structure than stand-alone cover. 
But it can also help you broach the topic of insurance generally. 

For clients who are willing to make contributions to pay for 
insurance (assuming their contributions caps are not fully 
utilised), it could encourage them to take advantage of the 
concessions offered for super contributions eg deductions and 
co-contributions.

The tax advantages of the superannuation environment can also 
extend to benefit payments made into super. For example, by 
paying the super benefits as an income stream keeps the benefit 
inside super, meaning investment earnings and benefit payments 
are concessionally taxed, including tax free after age 60.
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what insurance is availaBle inside super?
The main types of insurance generally offered inside super are 
death and terminal illness cover, and total and permanent 
disablement (TPD) cover. That’s largely because they’re the types 
of cover that benefit most from the tax treatment inside super.

Corporate or group funds also commonly offer group salary 
continuance (GSC) cover – often as an optional benefit 
employees or members can choose to take up.

The most common form of life insurance that’s not generally 
available inside super is trauma cover, which pays a lump sum on 
the diagnosis of a number of serious medical conditions, such as 
cancer and heart attack. 

This is where it often helps to combine insurance inside and 
outside super – giving you the ability to decide the right balance 
of cost, features and benefits.

a Boost for your employer clients
If you’re an adviser that works with employers, default insurance 
cover can be a valuable addition to your service offer.

With increasing pressure on super funds and returns, insurance 
inside super can be a good differentiator for your advice. It’s 
also a valuable benefit to help employers attract and retain the 
best people.

At ING, our experience is that super fund members who also 
have insurance are less likely to leave the fund, so adding 
insurance to your offer could have the added benefit of improving 
your client retention rates.

talking to clients aBout insurance
One of the biggest difficulties often faced by wealth advisers is the 
discomfort associated with talking about life insurance. And there’s 
no doubting it’s easier to talk about super and investments.

While life insurance can be an uncomfortable subject for many 
clients, it’s often easier to discuss a risk management strategy in 

the context of their overall financial plan. This puts you in a 
better position to discuss life insurance than most – particularly 
given the natural links between superannuation and insurance.

Take, for example, your typical fact-finding questionnaire. 
When you’re discussing people’s lifestyle goals and expectations, 
it’s not too much of a stretch to discuss the need for a back-up 
plan if something goes wrong along the way.

Ask clients if they would be able to meet their financial 
obligations if something happened to the primary income earner 
– with questions like:

l	 Would you be able to meet your family’s annual living costs?

l	 Would you be able to eliminate your debts?

l	 Would you be able to provide an ongoing income for your 
family?

Without this conversation, people may be inclined to assume 
you’re building a plan for their future that includes answers to 
these questions. 

why super is not life insurance
As you know only too well, long-term investments like super 
are a means to an end. But ING’s research into underinsurance 
showed that many people see their super and assets – including 
the family home – as a ‘quasi’ life insurance plan.

Asked what steps you would take if the main income earner died 
or was unable to work permanently (Figure 1): 

l	 63 per cent said they would rely on their superannuation

l	 50 per cent said they would sell assets such as investment 
property and shares

l	 41 per cent said they would sell their family home

By putting life insurance in this context – explaining how it can 
help people avoid such scenarios – it not only makes insurance 
easy to understand, it also helps protect the long-term integrity 
of your advice.

Figure 1.  How would you cope financially if something happened to the main breadwinner?

Source:   ‘She’ll be right’ – Australia’s attitudes towards underinsurance, November 2008. This is based on research conducted by Galileo Kaleidoscope in between 
August and October 2008. Qualitative research sample was n = 24, aged between 25-60. Quantitative research sample was n = 1000, aged between 25-65  
with household income over $50,000, with ABS representation across gender, age, states and territories, and regional/metro.
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identifying the right clients
There are some common triggers that make people more likely 
to be interested in insurance. By listening out for some of these, 
it can help you find a receptive audience. 

l Has your client recently been married or divorced?

l Have they bought their first home, or up-sized to a  
bigger one?

l Did they receive a promotion, or a major pay rise?

l Have they or their partner become a carer?

dealing with common oBjections aBout 
insurance
When ING investigated the most common objections to life 
insurance, two answers were particularly prominent – affordability 
and trust. 

“I can’t afford it”

Of those people that didn’t have life insurance, 81 per cent 
believed it was too expensive. But the survey also highlighted 
that few people were able to accurately estimate how much 
it costs.

This shows that people often just assume life insurance is 
expensive. That’s where you can help your clients establish the 
actual costs, and get a better understanding of the benefits – 
which often helps put the insurance premiums in perspective. 

You can also show clients how they can use insurance inside super 
to make their insurance both tax-effective and cashflow neutral. 

“I don’t trust it”

Mistrust of insurance companies was also found to be a common 
reason for not taking up cover – with 60 per cent of people 
worrying their family would get caught up in bureaucracy if 
they needed to make a claim.

Importantly, people were more likely to trust their insurance 
company if they had a financial adviser. Again, this shows how 
you can help make life insurance less confusing and more 
accessible for your clients.

your role in addressing underinsurance
According to a 2008 study by ING, the majority Australians 
perceive life insurance as expensive, complicated, and difficult to 
talk about – meaning many people are delaying the decision to 
investigate life insurance, often indefinitely.

Despite this, many people have positive attitudes towards the 
benefits of life insurance. 

l 88 per cent of people feel life insurance is the best way to 
protect themselves and their assets.

l 79 per cent agree life insurance is the best way to protect 
and ensure your family is provided for if something happens 
to you.

l 53 per cent feel it’s too risky not to have it.

For advisers willing to make life insurance part of their business, 
an opportunity exists to address underinsurance among your 
clients. By helping make insurance simpler, and more affordable, 
you can give your clients the financial protection they need to 
protect their investments, and their lifestyle. l
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